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How it all began: the final fight with father Joseph Seed (END). The death of an old
drunkard-sadist. Monday. Day three: "Morning reflections". On a Monday morning,

Hector and Luke have an ordinary, by the standards of their sect, conversation.
Friends chat about this, that, past relationships, share new news and doubts. After

dinner, Hector is called to a meeting where he must put forward new ideas for
discussion, which prompted him, despite Luke's persuasion, to take part in the

demonstration. Day four: "Day without things." As you can imagine, something has
changed. Hector managed to convince Luke not to go to the demonstrations. John and

Huck argued over which of them should stay to guard the house. Hector and Luke
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spend one day off at his summer house to capture his childhood and youth on film.
Thursday. Day five: "Conversation about dreams". Luke, Hector, and Reverend

Father Sid hide in the garden to keep an eye on John. He, for no reason at all, began
to play doctor and examine himself. He complains that he has a headache. Luke and
Huck manage to sneak into his chambers, and they take a vial of sleeping pills with
them. Meanwhile, a frightened John flies into his older brother's office, and Hector,
hiding behind the door, hangs a sign around his neck with the inscription: "Sick". He
then equips himself with a watering can, pistol, and other means at hand, and lands
the door with hand grenades. Having got out of the rubble, Hekton and Luke are
ready to attack their victim, but John stops them. Already on the threshold of the

younger brother's room, John stops. His gaze falls on the bed where Lucy's younger
sister once lies. He sees a bloody sheet next to her. Luke wakes up in the middle of

the night. The house is empty. He leaves the room. There is no one in the living room,
but there is a table in the dining room with a note on it. In the note, John asks Luke to

take care of Lucy as she is tired of life and wants to die. John knows that Hector is
staying at the summer house tonight and goes there. There he sees an interesting

picture: John is sleeping on the table, and Lucy is lying on the table. Then John, using
a nail file, arr
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